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Press Release Summary: In these times of economic 
uncertainty, an unforeseen expense can send your finances 
into turmoil. Logbook loans are becoming increasingly popular 
as a growing number of UK residents take advantage of the 
instant cash advances and fast approval times. Newly launched 
logbookloans.tv is here to help…  

Press Release Body: LONDON, UK (12/08/08)- –Logbookloans.tv 
launched recently after growing public demand for a safe and easy 
instant cash advance service that is regulated by government bodies 
that people in the UK can trust. 
 
The credit crisis and rising levels of inflation have left many UK 
residents desperately trying to escape from financial difficulties.  

Banks are becoming increasingly cautious about lending money and an 
unexpected outgoing, from a school fee to replacing a broken boiler, 
can throw a household’s finances into chaos, leaving people with no 
way to pay the bills. 



But there is a way out. Logbookloans.tv is providing instant cash 
loans to households trying to get their finances back on course. 
Logbookloans.tv can quickly approve a cash sum from £500 to 
£50,000 and customers will often receive the money on the day of 
application!  

Credit authority moneyexpert.com reports: “One of the major 
benefits of logbook loans is that you can often get access to cash on 
the same day that you submit your application.” 

The logbook loan is a short-term fix designed to tide you over in times 
of emergency. Because the loan is secured against you car’s logbook 
(or V5 registration form) the rate is a lot lower than other unsecured 
borrowings and you get to keep on driving! Whilst logbookloans.tv 
holds onto your registration form, the car remains with you until the 
cash is repaid. 

Just fill in one simple online form and you could be receiving an instant 
cash injection. There’s no endless, complicated paperwork and your 
loan will be ready for collection when you drop off your logbook at any 
of the hundreds of branches across the UK.  

You can rest assured that logbookloans.tv is a completely ‘transparent’ 
service, unlike many of our competitors. Our loans come complete 
with advice on the risks involved in borrowing, reducing the risk to our 
customers and giving you peace of mind. 

For more information or to apply online for an instant cash advance 
logbook loan please go to http://www.logbookloans.tv 
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